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 Specific competences:  

 

1.2. Organizing knowledge about living world, selected from diverse documentaries 

aiming to solve various tasks; 

 4.2. Exposing knowledge using diverse communication methods. 

Procedural resources/ didactic means/ methods:  

 

1. Questioning, dial method, heuristic conversation, the demonstration, didactic games. 

 2. Educational open resources RED: puzzles, circulatory system presentation, didactic 

games, written working sheet using dial method.  

3. Frontal and individual activity.  

 

Circulatory system’s anatomy, the heart  

1. -”It functions during the entire life. What is it? With what it reassembles? Solve the 

following puzzle: 

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=15d2

92ae3870 

 During the first stage (getting familiar with the 

problem, triggering moment), teacher’s main 

mission is exposing new didactic challenges, 

identifying tasks: “it functions during the entire life, 

why?” by solving a puzzle. 

2. By watching a video material, work 

individually, identify and write on your notebooks 

heart’s anatomical components (watch chapter 1 from 

https://library.livresq.com/view/5eca1e0dc016199e126cdcdc/). 

https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=15d292ae3870
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=15d292ae3870
https://library.livresq.com/view/5eca1e0dc016199e126cdcdc/


Frontal, the teacher and students watch the image and add to the previous details from the 

notebooks.   

The second stage (the culminating moment) consists in students’ individual study for 

knowledge in-depth and information’s restructuration. 

3. Using the following material, verify individually what you identified as heart’s 

components: 

https://learningapps.org/10527232 

The third stage means searching for possible 

solutions from the questioning stage, analyzing 

conditions, formulating hypothesis and their verification.  

4. Fill in the following table: 

Heart’s muscle 
Pericardium 

myocardium 

endocardium 
 

 Heart’s cavities: 
Two atria (AS, AD) 

Two ventricles (VS, VD) 
 

Blood vessels that bring blood to the 

heart 
Hollowed veins (AD) 

Pulmonary veins (AS) 
 

Blood vessels that evacuate blood 

from the heart:  
Aortic artery (VS) 

Pulmonary artery (VD) 
 

The fourth stage (decisive moment) consist in obtaining the final result and evaluating the 

result according to various answers comparison. A vast choice register (ideas, possible solutions) 

allows choosing the best option: dial method. 

5. Evaluation, fixing, feed-back:   

•Solve the following game: https://wordwall.net/resource/1152941/circulatia-la-om 

 

 

•Solve the following game:  

https://wordwall.net/resource/1152941/circulatia-

la-om 
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